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Providing you the best range of DSP Based System Developments with
effective & timely delivery.
Product Details:
Type : Semi-Automatic, Automatic
1.TI's DSP320C5X,6X based Developments
2.dsPIC33 based Developments
3.Hardware Design and Developments
4.Software Developments
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SUPPLIER
SSG EMBEDDED SOLUTIONS
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25,Vashistha Appts,NIT Layout
Swavalambi Nagar
Nagpur 440022
Maharashtra, India
Abhay Deshpande
ssabhay@gmail.com

SSG has been an industry leader for over 17 years, providing custom
electronics, electronic devices and programmable logic controllers for
OEMs. We strive to understand your needs and market to ensure you
get a custom electronic solution that meets your needs and fits your
niche markets. We work with you to determine features, expandability,
packaging and more.
Trust SSG for your custom electronics needs.
Advantages of Custom Electronics, Devices & PLCs
Designed per your specifications
Cost-effective
Packaged to fit your application
Promotes customer loyalty
Becomes your product with your name
Proprietary design ensures your process is secure
Designed with Years of Experience
Gives you an advantage over your competition
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Our engineering staff works with you from concept through product
delivery to provide you with the best product to fit your requirements.
We use our vast experience in electronics and controls, the latest
technology and tried and proven technology to mold a custom product
that can satisfy your needs today while giving you room to grow for
tomorrow.
SSG understands the complexity and competiveness of todays
markets. You can rest easy, your design is safe with us. We treat each
custom design with the highest level of privacy--your design is yours
and is not released to anyone other than you without written consent
from you. As proof of our commitment to you, we have many NonDisclosure Agreements in place with our customers.
We have electronics engineering experience with today's latest
technologies; including wireless, mesh networks and global positioning
(GPS).
Custom Electronics & Devices
From simple circuits to complex electronic designs, we have the
expertise in custom electronics. Our design team can work with you to
develop your specifications and then design the product using the
appropriate technology. We strive to give you a product with longevity,
concentrating on minimizing the effect of component obsolescence.
From open-board type custom electronics to environmentally sealed
systems, we have the expertise and experience to design the product
to your requirements. We provide you with a design from concept
through prototype delivery.
We deliver quality designs and prototypes as full production
capabilities for producing custom electronics and electronic devices.
Custom Electronics, Electronic Devices and PLCs Replacement
Solutions

For more details, please visit https://www.indiaclickfind.com/detail/ssgembedded-solutions-13
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